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Law School Shortchanged
Law students get less in · the way of
education for their tuition dollars than
any other graduate student in the state
university system.
"Law students pay close to 50 per cent
of the cost of their education. No one else
comes close to that," explains FSU Law
School Dean Joshua Morse.
•
As a result, over half the classes in the
law school have more tha,n 40 students.
Ten per cent have over 100 students. In
other masters degree programs classes of
more than 40 are considered oversized.
In 1973-74, the law school received just
$570 for the education of each student.
In the physical sciences each masters
candidate generated $1,657 in funding,
while each student in area studies was
supported by $1,402.
Even in home economics, $1,047 was
provided for the education of each
student. The appropriation closest to that
of the law school, was $693 for each
graduate communications student.
Third year law students are funded at
the same le\Tel as first and second year
students. In other fields, doctoral
students receive increased financial
support.
This happens because funding formulas
developed by the Board of Regents are
based on the theory that law schools
should be high enrollment, low cost
departments.

The theory is to pack a lot of students
into one classroom and let a teacher
lecture for an hour. The money saved this
way is then funneled into other graduate
programs.
In the modern day, however, both
Morse and Richard Julian, dean of the
University of Florida Law School, dispute _
this philosophy. So do the circuit judges
of this state.
"Frankly, the law schools are being
discriminated against in the allocation of
funds," said one circuit judge at a recent
meeting called by the Circuit Judges
Convention to investigate inadequate law
school funding.
Morse explains that the low cost, high
enrollment~ory held by the Board of
Regents is outdated-~cause theories on
what law school educat10n should provide
have changed.
"Law schools are changing their roles.
The Harvard model is no longer a viable
pattern in the Southeast. We need, and
students are demanding, more clinical
programs," Morse explains.
The circuit judges would also like to see
more clinical training and individual
instruction so that students will be ready
to practice law when they graduate.
Morese says that to be effective · a
clinical program must be closely
supervised. In order to provide this
supervision, the law school budget must

be expanded and more persons hired.
The problem basically lies in the
funding formula developed by the Board
of Regents.
The Legislature allocated money to the
university system based on an average formula with all graduate students
earning the same amount of money for
the system. The BOR then reworks this
formula to provide more funding for low
enrollment, high cost departments - and
consequently, less funding' for law
schools.
For the present fiscal year, the
Legislature appropriated funds for
graduate schools using a productivity
factor of 225. This means that each faculty
member must produce 225 student credit
hours before another position will be
funded.
The productivity factor the BOR uses
for the law school, however, is 374, which
means that each law professor must
produce 374 student credit hours before
another one can be hired.
In essence, under the formula, the
higher the productivity factor, the lower
the level of funding per student.
By way of contrast, the productivity
factor for the physical sciences is 122, 119
for area studies and 233 for home
economics.
Both FSU and the University of Florida
have granted the law schools more

funding than the BOR provides, but that
has meant taking money from other
departments within the University, and
the amount generated this way has been
relatively small.
What both Morse and Julian would like
to see is that the law school be funded
using even the average productivity
factor of 225 and that of third year
students.
Morse thinks the problem could be
solved if the Board of Regents would
"realistically appraise the law school
programs" and fund the law school at the
average level for all graduate programs.
In the student's third year, Morse
would like to see the funding stepped up
to the average level for doctoral students.
"I think that within this state, law
students are entitled to equity with other
students on the same campuses," Morse
explains.
Reducing the law school productivity
factor for beginning graduate students to
240 and funding third year students at th~
advanced graduate _ funding level
(productivity factor of 120) would mean
an additional 16 faculty positions for the .
law school.
Such funding Morse believes would
insure FSU a place among the top law
schools in the nation.
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Building Now
Roberts Hall

B.K. ROBERTS

SBA Election to he Rerun
A rerun of last week's Student election was planned, and that
Bar Association elections will be t\}ey held the election so fast in
an effort to avoid violating
held December 2.
Results of the November 20 another section of the bylaws
election were invalidated and a which require that the election
new election ordered after Sam be held three weeks before the
Newman, a second year student end of the quarter.
Another unsuccessful presiwho was unsuccessful in the
presidential race, filed a petition dential candidate, Ed Garrison,
contesting the election.
had filed, but then withdrew a
Newman charged that the protest petition on the grounds
election violated the SBA that the ballot did not list him as
by-laws which require that three "Fast Eddie."
school days elapse between the
Grubbs said Garrison will be
deadline for filing candidacy listed on the new ballot as Ed
"Fast Eddie" Garrison.
petitions and the election.
The fourth person seeking the
Candidacy petitions were due
in November 18. The election office of president is Dom
was the 20th. On the intervening Capporello, currently SBA vice
day, classes were cancelled president.
Other officers to be elected
because of dedication ceremonies, and thus the 19th could not Monday include vice president,
secretary, treasurer-elect, and
be counted as a school day.
SBA president Diane Grubbs, vice presidents for the first,
who successfully won reelection second and third year classes.
About 250 students, or a little
during the November 20
balloting, said the SBA had more than half of the law
forgotten that the 19th was .school's enrollment, cast ballots
dedication day when the in th.e first election.

'FSU's College of Law was
formally dedicated to Florida
Supreme Court Justice B.K.
Roberts November 19 in a
ceremony attended by more than
1,000.
In a keynote address,
Governor
Reubin
Askew
stressed the importance of the
legal profession to the democratic system and the role Roberts
played in the creation of the law
school.
Under our system of government, Askew said, "courts and
lawyers must act as the publi~
conscience. If they don't our
system will fail."
Justice Roberts "dedicated his
life to public service and the
pursuit of justice ... Because of
him the Florida State College of
Law was founded," Askew
declarec:l.
·
Askew said -a law school in
Tallahassee was the dream of
many, but that "while they
dreamed Justice Roberts set out
single handedly to make the
dream a reality."
'Tm not saying that it would
never have been built without
him but it would have been a long
time coming," Askew added.
While a state senator, Askew
sponsored a resolution in the
legislature that provided for the
establishment of a law school at
FSU. At that time, Askew
assured his colleagues the school
would not become a reality for at
least two years.
The school opened just a year
later, Askew said, thanks in large
measure to Roberts' work.

One person attending who was
not so happy about the school's
benefactor was Tallahassee
activist Jim Fair, who wore a
placard reading "Taxpayers paid
for Roberts' aid. Didn't Ball."
Fair and environmentalist
Tom Morrill also passed out
handouts protesting Roberts'
involvement with Ed Ball and
Ball's fencing of the Wakulla
River.
Fair also took the occasion to
thank the Florida Bar for
providing him with freedom of
speech and free room and board
in the city jail, work farm and
nuthouse.

Dean emeritus Mason Ladd
was on hand to compliment
Roberts' efforts, saying, "It was
B.K. Roberts that was the
moving force in getting the law
school going."
•
It was Roberts who recruited
Ladd, a nationally known expert
on evidence, from the University
of Iowa where Ladd was dean. ·
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was held
in the student lounge of the law
school. A dinner at Killearn
Country Club . followed for
members of the school's Board of
Visitors and other dignitaries.

$10,000 Spent
on Dedication
Dedicating the FSU Law School cost the university about $10;000.
Assistant Law School Dean Thomas Edmonds explained that the
money came from a special university fund such as the one containing
vending machine receipts, not the taxpayers.
Printing invitations, parking cards and the program consumed
about $3,000 of the total.
It took another $1,000 to mail out 10,000 invitations.
Edmonds said invitations went to every attorney in the First
District Court of Appeals area, every law firm in the rest of the state,
the Cabinet, Florida Bar Board of Governors, the legislature, the
deans of every law school in the nation and a number of Justice
Roberts' personal guests.
Approximately $2,000 will be spent for a bronze plaque and building
markers with the school's new name. Another $1,500 went for repairs
and maintenance, including the reupholstering of furniture in the
student lounge.
The reception following the ceremony cost $700 or $800 arid the
dinner at Killearn another $400 or $500, Edmonds said .
Finally, about $1,500 was spent on salaries of personnel needed to
coordinate the event and get the mailing out.
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The Right Bank
·at ·the Right Time
It's more important today than ever to have the
right·bank ... the right bank, with the right services,
at the right time.
More and more people today are concerned about
what they can get for their money. '!;'he answer is
Flagship Peoples Bank, where you ge~ the most bank
for your money. Here are just some of the reasons
why.

Loans
We're making loans every day to people like you.
For automobile loans, come to Peoples. For home
improvement loans, come to Peoples. For loans for
any good reason, come to Peoples. Because loans are
one of the most important services a bank gives its
customers, when you need money today, see us.

Flagship
We're now a member of Flagship Banks of Florida,
formerly United First Florida Banks. Flagship Banks
have combined assets totalling $1,700,000,000.
That's solid strength. And growth.
Because of this affiliation, Peoples Bank can offer
even better service to its customers.

Checking & Savings
We have "no service charge" checking with Automatic Savings. It saves you money two ways. By letting us automatically deposit a specified amount each
month in your savings account, from your checking
account, you build a secure cushion of capital for
those special things you want. And, you pay · no
checking account service charges to boot.
We have other checking plans, also. If you maintain
at least $200 in your checking account, you pay no
service charge. Even if you don't use one of our ''no
charge" plans, a -Peoples Bank checking account is
still a bargain. Monthly charges on a regular account
are only 50 cents maintenance fee and 8 cents for each
check you write.
And, when it comes to savings account, there's a
plan to suit any budget at Flagship Peoples, paying
the highest interest rates allowed by law, and
federally insured up to $20,000.

Drive-ins
Peoples Bank has always been known, throughout
its history, as a bank with your convenience in mind.
That's why we have the fastest, most modem driveins available, with six Tel-Air lanes to make your
banking even easier.
Peoples has the right hours, too. Our drive-ins are
open from 7:30 a.m. -6:00 p.m. Monday; 8:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday; and 8:00 a.m. 7:30 p.m. Friday.
And there's plenty of free parking at Peoples.
Never a long wait or a trip around the block to park.

Today, more than ever, you need the right bank. A
bank you can depend on.
A bank who's number one concern is you, the
customer.
A bank with every service you need - from savings
accounts to checking accounts to personal loans, from
Master Charge to convenient, fast drive-ins - that's
Peoples Bank. At Flagship Peoples, we want to be
your banker. In fact, we would appreciate the
privilege of serving all your banking needs.

'
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Peoples Bank of Tallahassee
1136 Thomasville Road, Tallahassee, Fla. • Telephone 224-5151
MemberF.D.I.C.
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News Itelll:

Handguns Kill
By Ken Driggs

firearms from imported parts, but neglecNEWS ITEM: A man angered by a ted to place the same restriction on
small puppy that jumped on his wife shot domestic parts.
and killed the dog and its owner, Chicago
The two Miami firms immediately
police recently reported.
challenged the law, and it was overturned
NEWS ITEM: At 5 a.m., twelve-year- by the Florida Supreme Court in the 1973
old Edith Perchman, who was delivering cases"R.G.Inc.v Reubin Askew, et al" and
The Detroit Free Press on her regular "Firearms Import and Export Corp. v
newspaper route, was shot at least 15 Reubin Askew, et al (276 So. 2nd l, 1973)."
times by Rudolph Acosta who suspected
The Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
her of being a Mafia hit-man when she and Firearms recently undertook "Operaapproached his front porch with the tion Identification" in an effort to trace
morning paper.
crime weapons confiscated in New York,
NEWS ITEM: Louis Sisler, the New Orleans, Atlanta and Detroit back to
Washington lobbyist for the National Rifle their point of manufacture.
Association, was shot to death in his
In each of these cities, Florida was confather-in-law's home by a group of people sistently a primary point of production,
"looking for the guy that raped our sister."· mostly Miami. Only South Carolina which
· As the American population becomes has a similar firearms center in Charlesincreasingly urbanized and must deal with ton, enjoyed a more deadly role in crime.
the growing strains of living in close
Since then several state legislators have
quarters, firearms and their contribution turned their attention to a constitutional
to violence are an increasing concern.
statute somehow getting at the problem of Minimum estimates today claim there handguns in Florida. Bills outlawing
at e 90 million firearms in the United "Saturday Night Specials" have been filed
States in civilian hands. Handguns, in the last two legislatures, but none have
which are the principle social problem, survived committee action.
comprise between 25 and 40 million of that
Legislators are expected to renew the
civilian arsenal.
·fight in 1975 with the House again the
Handguns each year comprise between principle battleground.
53 and 58 per cent of the murder weapons
While most everyone seems agreed that
in the nation, and that percentage is rising. "Saturday Night Specials" should be outIn Florida in 1972, over 58 per cent of all lawed, not many can get together on an
murders were committed with handguns, acceptable definition.
and almost 54 per cent in 1973. The next
Previous legislatures have rejected a
most popular choice was knives and definition based on the point system
cutting instruments, around 14 per cent. established by the 1968 Federal Gun
The fact that handguns are the principle Control Act. Opponents claimed it was too
problem is underlined when one notes that complicated for the layman, allowed too
longarms were the murder weapon in only much bureaucratic discretion and would
11 per cent ot the Florida murders in both outlaw too many quality firearms.
years.
State Senator David McClain introNarrowing the focus - research finds duced a bill with the "Dingel definition"
that the most popular crime weapon is the based upon the melting point and tough"Saturday Night Special," named after ness of the metal used to manufacture the
crime weapons in Detroit, which has a firearm. The bill is named after Michigan
violent affection for such guns.
Congressman John Dingel who sponsored
One of the most troublesome obstacles it at the federal level and it has been
to gun control has been the public miscon- approved on the theory that a poor quality
ception about the Second Amendment to firearm is much less likely to be purchased
the United States Constitution. Many by the sincere sportsman while cheap, pot
sincerely believe that it guarantees an metal handguns are sought by juveniles
individual's personal right to bear arms. and petty criminals.
Senator McClain's bill, however,
In fact the United States Supreme
Court has ruled on point five times, the enjoyed no greater success than others.
last in 1939 in "United States v Miller (307
Last year the House considered a bill
U.S. 174, 1939)," always indicating that modeled after existing county ordinances
the Amendment concerns state militia in Pinellas, Dade and Alachua Counties. It
only. A wealth of lower court decisions defined a "Saturday Night Special" by
have added to the legal support.
barrel length and price. It failed in
Perhaps the most telling support for committee also.
this interpretation of the Second AmendAt least one House member is conment comes from a reading of the available sidering a 1975 session bill caning for a $50
transcripts of state legislatures' ratifica- tax on handgun sales. It would create an
tion hearings in the late 18th century. The economic barrier which would keep
Amendment was rewritten several times over-the-counter sales out of the reach of
so as not to allow a personal right to bear juveniles and other low · income indiviarms in many instances.
duals.
The Florida State Constitution has a
Some other past bills have called for exstronger right to bear arms clause than tensive licensing of handgun owners, but'
d9es the federal:
they have been met with even less enthus"The right of the people to keep and iasm by the legislature.
bear arms in defense of themselves and of
In 1973, Governor Reubin Askew enthe lawful authority of the state shall not dorsed the concept of a "Saturtday Night
be infringed, except that the manner of Special" prohibition, but he has not acted
bearing arms may be regulated by law." to support any legislation as of this
Section 8, Article I of the Florida Sta.te writing. Supporters of the concept hope he
Constitution of 1968.
will bring his considerable influence
There is existing state court support for behind some bill in 1975.
the legality of gun control statutes under
State Attorney General Robert Shevin
this language.
has been the most influential backer of the
Everyone knows what a "Saturday concept to date.
Night Special" is - .a cheap, poor quality
Some supporters have been eyeing the
firearm selling for around $20 to $25 and recently much publicized Baltimore buy
with a very short useful lifespan.
back program. The city offered $50 for any
· The 1968 Federal Gun Control Act out- weapon which could be fired, and $100 for
lawed the importation of these weapons. any tip leading to an illegal weapon.
Germany, Italy and Spain were the princiFew tipsters took advantage of the prople exporters the act was directed toward. gram, but over $750,000 has been paid out
However, an unfortunate loophole in the in bounties for handguns. The cost of a
act allowed the importation of parts and black market handgun has gone from
their assembly and sale inside the United about $20 last August to $55 or $60 now.
States.
The bounty program simply took adDade County is the home of two of the vantage of supply and demand principles
nation's biggest dealers in this class hand- and priced a great many juvenile and petty
gun, Firearms Import and Export, and criminals out of the market.
.
R.G. Industries. Their total estimated
The obvious problem with such a proannual production is 150,000 handguns, gram on a statewide basis is the cost, but it
almost entirely these small inexpensive is worth examining.
weapons.
[Editor's Note: Ken Driggs is an execuThe Florida legislature tried to close the tive assistant to Florida House of Reprefederal loophole with a state law in 1972. sentatives Speaker Don Tucker. His
The statute prohibited the manufacture of duties include press affairs.)
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Now there are two stores to serve you

Nie's Toggery
Tallahassee Mall and Downtown

SALE
ENTIRE STOCK

Suits ·
Reg. to 125 00
Reg. to _
150°0
Reg. to 18000

8400
10500
12800

Sport Coats
Reg. to 75 00

4CJOO

Reg. to 90°0

6400

Sizes 36-50
· Reg.-Long X-Longs

Nic's Charge - Master Charge - BanlcAmericard
-.

Student Government
1s pleased to have the following
law students actively involved
in our operation
David Ackerman

Associate Justice
Student Supreme Court

Alan Cummings - Law School Student Senator
Jeffrey Driscoll
John Aeming

Student Defender
Chief Justice
Student Supreme Court

John Rimes - Student Senate Counselor

Ted Tripp
Dick Wilson

Solicitor General
Attorney 'General

These people help make
Student Government effective, and we
extend our sincere thanks.
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ARE YOU PREPARED

FOR THE FLORIDA BAR
EXAMINATION?
Why Not Take Florida Bar.Review, inc., Course,
the LARGEST in Florida! Highest Passing Average
Attests to Quality of Florida Bar Review.
·Approved for V .A. Benefits.
PRE-STUDY EVALUATION

.Exams are provided for you to take prior to
commencement of study so . that you may
ascertain the areas which you must concentrate
on.
LIVE LECTURES
By 'Florida Law Professors (recognized state

wide as the leading lectures series) offering a
prognosis of ~he Bar Exam.
· OUTLINES
'

'

Concise individual outlines on each area of the
law covered on the Bar Exam.
CASSETTE LECTURES

Professionally recorded tapes providing lectures
on each area of the law.
EXAMINATIONS

Practice exams to familarize you with the type
and subject matter of the Bar Exam questions.

Florida State University
B.K. Roberts. College of Law
Represent~tives

Jeff Savlov
Peter Ringsmuth 575-5192

Janet Ferris 224-87 48

Florida Bar
Review inc.

.13850-E. Walsingham Road
P.O. Box 1107
(813) 595-8813

Fall 1974
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Admission Standards Up,

Buzz Words:

''The Equalizer''

New Class Is Diverse
By Marge Vandervalk

By Steve Weinbaum
Obiter Dictum Columnist

It began innocently enough. Competing for the privilege of two hour
reserve reading in the law library was tiring me out. I recalled that
two short blocks from the law school was the Public Library.
In a few minutes I was there. I hesitated at the card catalog. Was it
naive to expect a public library to have the ten pounders? But they
were the·re, though I suspected the librarian shelved them reluctantly.
I found them quickly and checked them out, feeling like a prosecutor
who struck a vein in his backyard.
I returned to the stacks. Something pulsed in me, like an atrophied
muscle receiving blood. The law books were there all right, but so
were thousands of others. Sociology, chemistry, each curriculum had
its own section, just as large and well stocked.
Clemens, Dickens, Hemingway and Kafka were all there. I moved
on. Salinger, Steinbeck, Swift, on and on. I ran my finger along the
bindings.
·
Finally done, I jogged through drama, art, biography and God
knows what else. I had rediscovered more than the library. I had again
that joyous impatience to devour book after book.
I thought about law books (and how I had nearly forgotten about
reading anything else). I thought of their place in the public library.
(Beware of contrived symbolism ahead.)
Many law books were, as I said, together in a section in non-fiction.
Those shelves were unmarked by labels or signs. Biology, occult,
education and the rest - all similarly unpretentious. Tell the books by
the call numbers, folks, or wander through authors and titles. No
favorites here. And equal protection from dust, theft and anonymity.
Further, the law books weren't all together in one section. Many
were sprinkled throughout the social sciences and others - no visiting
monarchs, nor unwelcome aliens, simply one of the gang. I suppose
also that many non-law books include references to the law. Thus law
books also exist in thousands of fragments.
For me, a law student, to just walk about the public library was to be
silently stripped of my medals. It was quite an equalizer, a perspective
setter: a trade is a trade is a trade.
The library welcomed my profession, and its merits, but yawned at
its chest-thumping self importance. A public library is for those whom
lawyers paternally call "laymen." If these anti~lawyer laymen had
revenge in mind, the law books would be in musty basements, or not
stocked at all.
"
Remembering how, upon finding and seizing those law books, I felt
like a prospector with a strike, I wondered if it wasn't just another
hunk of quartzite - fool's gold.

The old adage that law students are getting
smarter each year is true - or at least that's what
the statistics say.
In just eight years since the Florida State
University Law School opened in 1966, the average
Law School Admission Test score for entering
students has jumped from 519 to 617.
In the same time period, the average
undergraduate grade point average of entering
students has climbed from 2.4 to 3.19.
According to standardized figures, a student with
the average _ LSAT score and undergraduate
average can expect to earn a 75 overall average at
FSU.
In addition to being smarter, new law students
are a diverse group and minorities are represented.
Statistics on FSU's new freshman class show that:
• Almost a third of the class, 53 out of 164, are
women.
• About five per cent of the class, or eight
persons, have a Spanish background. Of this eight,
two are women.
• Twelve of the 164 are black and three of these
are women.
• One is a convicted felon.
What does the admissions committee look for
when it screens the hundred of applications (files on
1,692 applicants were reviewed this past year) it
receives annually?
· First off, everyone concerned with admissions at
FSU is quick to stress that the same criteria are
used for all students - there is no quota system.
But, David Dickson, former head of admissions,
qualifies that statement, "We make every attempt
without waiving the academic qualifications we're
looking for to admit minority students."
By minorities, Dickson means blacks, persons
with Spanish surnames and Ametican Indians.
As for women, Dickson said the same criteria are
used as for male applicants. However, he notes the
committee sees fewer files from unqualified men
than it ~ioes women.
Generally, · however, Dickson said that the
committee looks for "broad indicators" that an
applicant will be able to do law school work
successfully.

BESIDES LSAT SCORES and grade.s, a
student's undergraduate major, school, residence,
age, recommendations, activities and community
service, work experience and any graduate study
are considered.
In analyzing such factors the committee takes
subjective approach, but given two applicants with
similar academic criteria, work and community
service experience might make the admissions
difference, Dickson said.
For instance, the committee may look with favor
on more disciplined undergraduate fields.
"Sometimes natural sciences people and
mathematicians will do pretty well, they have
developed their analytical capabilities and are
accustomed to long hours of pretty concentrated
work," Dickson explained.

a

PREFERENCE is definitely given to Florid/I.
residents. About 80 per cent of the freshman class
are state residents.
Mildred Ravenell, head of admissions presently,
says that as a state university supported by tax
money, FSU is expected to give preference to
Floridians.
This preference has meant the acceptance of
some less qualified in-state students in the place of
more qualified out-of-state candidates, she said.
Age can also be a factor, with the more mature
student expected to be the more willing to put in the
long hours required of law students.
Dickson said he does not know of a case where a
student who has been out of school and working,
who returns to law school, has dropped out, but
many students coming directly from undergraduate
classes have donfl so.
Overall, Dickson says the committee aims to
"make sure there is not a stereo-typed class. We
don't use predetermined quotas, but during the file
review period we ar.e aware that we want a good
mix."
AS FOR POLITICAL pressure on the admissions
process, Dickson contends the school is "not
exposed to a lot of political pressure. There are
letters and phone calls, but no threats of budget
cutting."

Mexico Offers Study and Adventure
By Kent Lilly
apathy into your legal hearts For students not up to read on - you may discover an
trans-Atlantic travel to FSU's exciting way to beat the Tally
Summer Law Program at heat next summer.
An initial drawing card is the
Oxford, but who still hanker for
some foreign living, the cost - $240 tuition, with room
University of Florida's summer and board on a "fend-for-yoursession in Mexico City may be the self' basis.
Typical of arrangements made
answer.
Generally, the U of F Summer by fellow students were: $40 a
Law Program is quite impres- month (or $100 with three meals
sive. There are, however, several a day) with a · pleasant,
basic limitations which should be middle-class Mexican family,
considered prior to a jaunt South $120 a month for a "typically
Mexican" apartment for two or
of the Border.
Academically the curriculum is three students, and upwards of
limited and oriented towards $450 a .month for a "typically
trade and investment in Latin American" apartment' for four.
The hassle involved in
America and the internationalcomparative law found in ·most searching through classifieds and
checking out leads can be
foreign programs.
There is also some "problem" substantial. However, a willingas to language and living ness to explore the possibilities
conditions, but they are not ·so will yield a comfortable place at a
reasonable price.
significant as to be preclusive·.
And there are fringe benefits
Consequently, if the international business orientation doesn't to the search - bargaining with
strike immediate fear and /or .the locals in their homes provides
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a valuable insight into the
Mexican culture.
Other prices are generally
quite attractive. The typical

pre-siesta comida (lunch) consists of a four or five course feast
costing 80 cents to $1.50 in all but
the tourist-trap restaurants.
Transportation costs in this
metropolis of nine million are also
a pleasant surprise. The
ultra-modern Metro (subway)
and buses can get you ·within
walking distance of your
destination for eight or four
cents, respectively.
Additionally, for the acquisitive many bargains still exist.
Leather, art, jewelry, pottery
and cloth are of a fine quality, and
can be had at truly reasonable
prices.
As for academics, the law
school (Escuela Libre de
Derecho) is downtown and small,
but greatly respected. Professors teach for the honor of doing
so and receive no salary.
Five professors, two from the
Escuela Libre, two from the U of
F, and one from the University of
Houston law school taught this
past summer. Sixty students
from 15 law schools attended.
The program is directed
towards international trade and
investment law and the courses
proved extremely interested and
relevant - really.
The language barrier is of no

great consequence. Courses
were taught in English, and
many Mexicans in · the business
world speak at least broken

English. And, in a panic sign
language gets the message
across.
The true cost of a limited
Spanish vocabulary is the lack of
integration with the local
population. Such a deficiency
may be alleviated, however, by
taking courses at the SpanishEnglish Institute.
· About one-third of the
students in the program this past
summer took an intensive
three-week language course for
$60. The results were quite
impressive.
There are, of course, other
ways to spend those three hours
each night and learn a little of the
language (and customs) at the
same time.
The variation in living
conditions is hardly worth
mentioning. As in the states, one
gets what he pays for.
The only significant difference
is the care that must be taken as
to what one eats and drinks, lest
one suffer a case of Montezuma's
revenge, in which case one
spends an inordinate amount of
time in the casa's smaller room.
There are effective preventative pills, however, and use of the
reasonable man standard will

prevent yielding to the temptations of the street-side Sirens.
So much for the limitations,
which have been stressed beyond
their deserved mention. Other
aspects of life in the city are a
delight, and the call to academic
duty wanes quickly.
Within the city itself,
afternoon sports activities (classes end at noon) include jai alai,
baseball, bullfights and soccer
(Latin Americans are fut-ho!
crazy).
The night life is strictly what
one makes it. Movies, theatres
and cultural events, including the
world- renowned Folklorica,
compete with the never ending
nightclub action in the tourist'
oriented Zone Rosa.
Mexican dating customs are
unique - one must be his own
judge.
On the cultural side, the
castles, cathedrals, monuments
and museums are appealing even
to those of us with less developed
tastes. The museums of modern
art and anthropology are
particularly fascinating, and
require days of perusal to do
them justice.
The surrounding countryside .
offers countless diversions.
Pyramids, volcanoes and Aztec
ruins as well as picturesque
villages may all be taken in an
afternoon's journey.
For wee~eµd:i .. try Oaxaca,
·.Cuernavaca, Taxco, Vera Cruz,
San Miguel de Allende,
Gl!anajuano, Guadalajara or
even Acapulco.
Such is my general impression
of the Mexico City program. Like
any foreign venture, there is
simply no short and effective way
to relate the full picture.
Howe:ver, if and when you are
seriously interested, feel free to
corner me for further and,
hopefully, interesting details.
30
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Roberts
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Hall Named for Justice
In less than a decade Florida State University's College of Law has
progressed from a dream in the mind of Florida Supreme Court
Justice B.K. Roberts to a first rate school.
More than 1,700 persons sought admission for the 164 seats in he
freshman class of 1974-75.
·
Such was not the case in 1966 when the school first opened with
a charter class of 116. Few had applied to the unknown, untried
school. Not too many wanted to place their future on the line at a
new, unaccredited school. Those that didwere not disappointed.
When the charter class went to take the Florida Bar exam three
years later, all passed.
Even before the school opened its doors, however, mountains had
been moved. In 1965, the Legislature passed an act providing for
creation of the school - but little dreamed the school would open the
following year.
A committee, including Roberts, was set up to find a dean. Mason
Ladd was recruited from Iowa. He came to Tallahassee early in 1966
and by that fall had put together a faculty.
· A faculty of six, a librarian, the dean and the charter class moved
into the basement of Longmire Building. Classes began September 5,
1966. The·new school was formally dedicated November l, 1966.
In the intervening years about 7QO students have graduated.
Enrollment now runs between 500 and 600 -students.
Th~ big test came in 1969. FSU passed. The three-year· old school
won full accreditation from the Accreditation Committee of the
Association of American Law Schools. The following year the
American Bar Association granted its approval.
Internally things were happening. Dean Joshua Morse from the
University of Mississippi Law School replaced Ladd, who retired, in
July 1969..
Plans for a new law school building were begun immediately after
the school opened and in September 1971, students and faculty
moved into the modern, red brick building between Pensacola and
Jefferson streets.
The new building was formally dedicated May 9, 1972. U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Byron White was the chief speaker. Gov.
Reubin Askew presided at a banquet in the evening.
A Moot Court program was begun at the school during its first
year,.and by 1970 the team won a trip to New York and the national
competition.
· In 1971, a Board of Student Advisers was formed. Filius Populi, a
student newspaper, began publishing in 1967. Its name was changed
to Obiter Dictum in 1971.
A Barrister's Union was formed in 1972 and clinical programs
started in 1969.
The College of Law published its first brief Law Review in 1970.
Now recognized for indexing with other legal periodicals, the review
i~ in its fourth year of printing.
In appreciation of the efforts made by Roberts in founding and
later promoting the school, the Florida legislature passed a
resolution formally dedicating the law school building to him.
Ceremonies marking this dedication were held November 19. Soon
markers outside each entrance will bear Roberts' name.
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Yetter: Courtroom
Experience Helpful
By Marge Vandervalk

"It's like running long distances - you
like it better when it's over," criminal law
professor John Yetter mused · recently
about his first venture into the practice of
criminal law.

JOHNY~ER
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Yetter, who came to Florida State to
teach in 1967 immediately after receiving
his LLM from Yale, spent part of every
day this summer in court as an assistant
state attorney with the .Palm Beach
County state attorney's office.
While the summer proved "tremendously beneficial" from a self-development
viewpoint, Yetter said it really did not
change his views on criminal law.
What the summer did do, however, was
"teach me a Jot about trial practice and the
rules of evidence," he explained.
_ It als_o_gave him a chance to observe the
jury system at close range and develop a
great many questions about its validity:
''THE JURY system is a terrible way of
resolving disputes, but no one has come up
with anything better," Yetter said. ·
"There's a great inconsistency of result
through time. If you sat in a court and
watched 15 trials, one of the things that
would impress you is the arbitrary nature
of the results," he explained.
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"Some people are convicted on weaker
evidence that others are acquitted on," he
continued. "That's going to happen when
you have different triers of fact."
Yetter also noted that juries frequently
"mete out mercy and make allowances for
legally irrelevant considerations in
particular cases."
Another item that Yetter is concerned
with is the system of rehabilitation.
"AS A PROSECUTOR you like to think
that what you're doing has some benefit to
society other than just isolating the
individual involved," Yetter said, but he is
worried about the rehabilitation system
prosecutors feed people into.
"Whether I'm right or not I don't know,
but I felt like many of the first offenders I
dealt with could be turned around," he
explained, noting that most of the first
offenders he saw were placed on
probation.
And because of this trend towards
probation and his belief that first
offenders can be helped, Yetter would like
to see more resources pumped into
Probation and Parole.
"We're making a mistake in the
allocation of human and financial
resources if we don't start spending more
on these offenders," he said.
YETTER ALSO likes to speculate that
"crime is largely a function of age."
"Most of the people I saw in the system
were young. It's speculation, but I would
guess that by middle age those who have
not been caught and are in jail find other
outlets for their alienation," he added.
Despite his brush with the real world,
Yetter said he-still maintains his belief
that the "ivory tower" orientation of a Jaw
school is a good thing. However, he notes
"three years is too much."
"Six quarters of theory is all that's
necessary to prepare a person for practice
unless he wants to specialize. If students
only get six quarters of theory they
wouldn't be so hostile or impatient," he
maintains.
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Law Students Collllllent on Prisons
Dear Mr. Wainwright:
wonder how m_any potentially
We, a group of the forty-four receptive attitudes are hardened
law and criminology students in such cases.
from Florida State University
We are aware that if the Probwho recently toured four of the ation and Parole Commission
states's major penal institutions, were incorporated into the Diviwish to thank you for your coop- sion of Corrections the number of
eration in permitting the tour.
persons in correctional instiWe found your staff in those tutions would drop substan·
institutions to be friendly, tially.
courteous and helpful. FrequentWe realize that the Division of
ly the conditions were difficult Corrections itself is not responfor your staff, and for their extra sible for the overcrowding. We
effort we are especially grateful. also suspect that as additional
lt would be functionless for us facilities become available there
to say that Florida Corrections will be an increased number of
has complex problems. Never- felons who will be assigned to
theless, the problems are suf- penal institutions. We see this as
ficiently apparent that the com- a drastic mistake.
ments of untrained observers,
Insofar as rehabilitation is
such as ourselves, are not with- concerned we, as' members of
out validity.
society, feel that the return of the
Although we are not so naive - state's prisoners to society
as to believe that we have an- should be the primary goal of the
swers, we did notice numerous penal system. At Union Corinconsistencies between stated rectional Institute we found edugoals and procedures and the ac- cational, occupational and recretual daily operations. While such ational programs for everyone.
inconsistencies are understandWe have no way to judge the
able, they are not to be condoned. educational programs, but we
Our most critical concern is feel we can question the worth of
overcrowding_ and the institu- the work projects. Perhaps
tions' questionable rehabilitative "work" is the wrong word, for we
value. In addition to the double found little industry among the
bunking of beds in overcrowded men there. Perhaps because of
dormitories. We learned that the overcrowding there are more
number in six man cells at Union prisoners than jobs. Possibly it is
Correctional Institute at one a matter of incentive. We learned
time went up to twelve. We were that the prisoners are generally
told that only after certain not paid for their labor.
violent incidents occurred were
We saw fine expressions of
the crowded conditions - alle- creativity in the art shop, but
viated.
learned the men who use that
Because of overcrowding :we facility must first somehow come
understand that individual up with money for their matersituations are sometimes made ials. This situation, in tandem
worse than need be when some with the one described ·in the
prisoners, classified for minimum preced-ing paragraph, seems
security facilities, are sent to curiously linked to the hopelessly
places like "the Rock" simply be- cyclic economic despair in which
cause that may be the only place most of the inmates lived before
available at the time.We can only being committed. This is an en-

vironment which, we are told,
breeds crime. We say all this
with the full realization that you
are dependent on the legislature
for funding and that this limits
you greatly.
Despite existing programs,
the inmates have a great deal of
empty time. Generally, the
people "inside" are not accustomed to the gentle refinements
of culture and expression on the
"outside." From what we could
see inmates are not broadened in
these areas before their return to
·society. We were not encouraged
by the materials we saw in the
libraries and chapels, especially
after considering the low educational level of most inmates.
Much of the literature far
exceeds the average reading
level. Also, many of the subject
areas available may not interest
the typical inmate. We feel, however, that the amount of legal ·
references should be increased,
and that there should be personnel available in libraries to
assist those individuals seeking
·1egal information.
It would be valuable to actively
solicit community support in
areas such as these. Few know
that they can volunteer time· and
materials to correctional institutions. Easier access of the media
to the institutions might make
such information available to the
general public.
There was a tension in the air
at all of the institutions, but to a
lesser degree at Lowell. We
wonder if the structural atmosphere does not have something to
do with this.
Also the opinion expressed by
one correctional officer was that
much of the tension is due to prolonged sexual deprivation. Perhaps conjugal visits or a greater
number of furloughs would

lessen this problem.
We also noticed a "we-them"
attitude among the prison officials, which, while understandable, seems to run counter to the
avowed rehabilitative purpose of
the institutions. We wonder, too,
how much freedom the case
workers are given to initiate new
programs and to test various
innovative treatments. The rate
of recidivism shows that as yet
there is no certain method of
rehabilitation.
Particularly we want to note
the whiteness of the correctional
staff and the blackness of the
general population, a state that
must be yet another bar to dialogue.
The severely limited medical
facilities are another appalling
problem. We again realize that
this is directly caused by the
limited funds available. Even the
new antiseptic wings at Lake
Butler, we understand, are
facades of a hospital, because
inside they are severely understaffed. · The so-called psychiatric wing is no more than an area
to lessen crowding in the rest of
the institution, we were told, and
in the East Unit the superintendant told a group, "We have 100
men we'd like to send to Florida
State Hospital."
Even the personnel who felt
a duty to put the medical
facilities in the best possible light
wer~ obviously onl_y too aware of
the · shortcomings. We realize
here that there are too few docs
tors because there are too many
prisoners, a problem which again
rests with the courts, with the
Probation and Parole Commis-

sion and, ultimately, with the
legislature.
We are aware of the great
strides forward in the last
several years and we are very
impressed with these. Our critical observations in no way seek
to detract from the dedicated
effort being made to alleviate the
problems that remain.
Because of our intensified
interest in corrections some of
our group would like permission
to re-visit the institutions, per- ·
haps splitting up and concentrating on individual facilities.
We feel there is a certain minimum level-0f study that is necessary to allow better understanding.
In short, we would like to
either stay in the facilities for a
longer period of time, perhaps
overnight, or to stay nearby with
permission to visit the institutions at varying times of the 9ay
or night. We are also interested
in visiting certain confinement
areas which we did not see.
Naturally we would do our utmost not to interfere with the
operations in these facilities. We
would hope to be allowed to
interview certain inmates of our
choosing individually and at
length, privately (but in an open
area with a correctional officer in
sight). We would also like to talk
more extensively with the
correctional officers. A longer
visit would also allow time for
inspection of certain records, of
course with the guidelines of
Florida Statute 119.
Again we thank you for allowing us to learn first-hand about
the correctional institutions in
this state.

Editor's Note: This letter was written by members of Tobias \

Simon's first year criminal law class after a visit to Raiford,
Lowell and Union prisons, all in the state prison system.
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Tolias Simon:

"If You Don't Like the Law, Change It"

·~

By Marge Vandervalk
"I didn't like the big city and I wanted to
While other professors teach the law, be something," says the Montreal native
Tobias Simon sees his mission as teaching and naturalized citizen, explaining his
decision to go to Miami.
his students how to change the law.
BY 1955 he was making a name for
"Hostility is a good thing. As an
attorney you need a fair degree of himself as he helped organize the first
dissatisfaction with the status quo," American Civil Liberties Union chapter in
explains Simon, a champion of unpopular South Florida.
Then Dade County State Attorney
causes for the last 20 years and general of
George Brautigan began probing alleged
some landmark legal battles.
"Nobody in our society has more power Communists.
"People couldn't get attorneys and they
than an attorney. There's a lot of needless
injustice which could be corrected merely were going to jail for that," said Simon,
by the presence of an interested lawyer," who became their attorney.
"They even put ten to thirty people in
he continues.
Simon, who decided to leave his Miami jail for invoking the Fifth Amendment,"
legal practice for a year's teaching stint at adds Simon, his voice tinged with anger at
Florida State, hopes to use the time to help the memory.
Simon kept helping people with
his students realize the immense
potentiality for change that the law unpopular causes. The Florida statute
represents and how to use the law to effect providing for Bible reading in the schools
that change.
· fell, so did the "whites only" signs on many
He brings his theory to the classroom. public acommodations.
After the civil r~ghts battle ended in the
"Your only solace," he counseled his
remedies seminar on a recent Thursday mid 1960s, there was the question of
evening, "if it doesn't lie in the facts and it capital punishment.
By 1968, Simon had discovered that
doesn't lie in the law, is in your ability to
"you can be oppressed and not be poor."
change the law."
"There is confusion as to . what is
SIMON DISCOVERED his next
substance and what is procedure. You . "worthy" cause in the form of the Dade
ought to use that confusion to your County classroom teachers who were
benefit," Simon · went on to explain, locked in battle with the school board.
"In 1968 teachers were going to jail. It
pointing out ways in which students could
one day hope to use the law to accomplish was my job to keep them out of jail. I did it
using the same· technique I learned five
their goals.
And the lectures are interspersed with years before in the civil rights battle,"
stories of past battles and victories won. explains Simon. ·
It is many of these techniques which he
"Read those cases, especially the ones I
helped make," he tells his class with a wants to teach his students at Florida
State.
wink.
While he teaches a freshman course in
And the lengthy case list contains a
goodly number in which Simon figured criminal law, his senior seminar in
prominently. Not because he has an ego, extraordinary remedies is surely his first
but because he played a foremost role in love.
some of the biggest Florida legal battles of
"A LA WYER has to learn not to accept
the last 20 years.
an immediate setback as being the end,"
A 1952 graduate of Harvard Law says Simon, who explains legal maneuvers
School, Simon came directly to Miami to his class as a general would battle plans
to lieutenants.
and plunged in.
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"Tornillo v. Miami Herald Publishing
Co. is my next candidate for reversal,"
says Simon.
Pat Tornillo, head of a teacher's group
and a candidate for a Dade County office,
came to Simon after an attack on his
candidacy by the Miami Herald.
. Using an 1898 statute guaranteeing
candidates for political office the right to
reply to criticism in the press, Simon and
Tornillo asked the paper for right to
respond. They were refused.
THE BATTLE went to the Florida
Supreme Court which upheld the ancient
statute. This summer the U.S. Supreme
Court reversed.
"We exposed the problem," Simon says,
"at least now the the press will have to
temper its power with consideration for
the people."
Although Simon now devotes most of
TOBIAS SIMON
his time to teaching, he still does some
Just as an example, Simon explained his legal work. Next month he will go to trial
maneuvering when defending a hundred in federal court in Jacksonville.
blacks arrested in a St. Augusting sit-in in
In that case, he will represent all
1964.
prisoners in Florida in a class action in an ·
Knowing ther(l wasn't a chance of attempt to get inadequate prison medical
winning in the state courts on the trespass facilities upgraded.
charges, Simon attempted to remove the
WHILE THE civil rights type cases
cases to federal court.
garner the publicity, Simon makes most of
The U.S. District Court promptly sent his living off what he calls "bread and
the cases back to the state court for trial. butter" cases - real estate, estates, and
Since there was no appeal possible from contract controversies.
the remand decision, Simon had to use
"It's either that or starve," explains
another approach.
Simon, "no one makes or should make
This time he went to the Fifth Circuit money on those (civil rights) cases."
Court of Appeal and asked for a writ of
Overall, Simon says he finds teaching an
mandamus ordering the federal district "enormously beautiful change of pace"
court to keep the cases.
from his law practice where he worked 10
THE FIFTH CIRCUIT delayed action hours a day six or seven days a week.
on the writ but ordered the cases stayed
Even before he came to FSU, however,
until the matter was decided.
Simon was managing to throw a fair
"Fortunately, a decision was delayed amount of relaxation into his hectic
two years. Eventually Simon lost on the schedule.
mandamus petition and removal issue A "vegetarian-type" who got ito yoga
but by then the Civil Rights Act of 1964 five years ago, Simon likes to take two or
was a reality and the entire issue moot.
three months a year off. Last summer he
"We lost the battle and won the war," made his second trip down the Colorado
Simon muses.
River. This year he aims to try the Salmon
ONE BATTLE that hasn't been won yet · River.
is on the question of free access to the
- Simon says he started taking time off
press. Despite a flat rejection of his client's after getting into yoga and figuring out
position by the U.S. Supreme Court, that "there's a difference between being a
Simon still contends · victory is in the man and a horse" and realizing that "one
offing.
man can't cure all the evils of the world."

Atwater, Quinney
Head Review Staff
Members of the Florida State Law
Review staff have elected William
Atwater editor-in-chief for 1975.
G. Keith Quinney was named executive
editor and will be responsible · for the
technical accuracy of the review. Marge
Vandervalk will serve as managing editor.
After lengthy balloting to select two
articles editors from the field of six
contestants, Roger Klurfeld and Kenneth
Howell emerged the victors.
Rounding out the Review editorial
board are the new note editors, Steve
Baker, Tony Cleveland, Henry Davis and
Bruce Leinback.
The new staff will assume their editorial
responsibilities immediately.
THE REVIEW, which is now in its third
year of publication, is a professional
quarterly journal containing scholarly
writing on law and law related issues.
Work began on a review at FSU in
January 1972 and the first issue appeared
in February 1973. The Summer 1974
issue is the most recent review to be
published.
One of his first moves as Editor,
Atwater said after his election, will be to
solicit new members for the law review
staff.
Any FSU law student wishing to join
the Review staff should contact Atwater
or Quinney. Prospective members will be
required to submit either a moot court
brief or case comment in order to be
considered.
MEMBERS of the review are chosen on
the basis of writing submitted or grades.
Each year, roughly the top 10 per cent of
the freshman class is selected _for review
membership based on their grades for the

first two quarters of law school.
Review members are required to
prepare publishable academic articles and
do technical work necessary to get the
review to the printers. Academic credit is
available for review work.
A typical issue of the review will include
two or three articles, several student
notes, and perhaps a half dozen case
comments.
Articles generally are written by law
professors or lawyers. Some survey
changing patterns or concepts in a
particular area of the law. Others may
criticize recent legal developments. Still
others offer practical guidance for the
general practitioner.
BOTH NOTES and case comments are
authored by students. A note is a
topic-oriented piece, while a case
comment focuses upon a specific recent
court decision, discussing its significance
and analyzing its implications.
All articles, notes and case comments
are worked into publishable form by the
student editors. Editors often spend 30 to
40 hours per week on review related work.
Printing of the journal costs about
$16,000 annually. Additional sums are
allocated for equipment and secretarial
services.
Although the financial operations of the
review are partially subsidized by the
College of Law and Florida State
University, the journal is run solely by
students. No faculty control is exercised
over either the content or operations of
the review.
·
Florida State's Review has been
accepted for indexing in the Index to Legal
Periodicals.
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Waas N anied
Placenient Head
By Ralph Martinez
Placement, alumni affairs and continuing education duties have been
consolidated and George Waas hired to head the new office.
Initial efforts have been made to contact potential employers of law
students to let them know that Florida State exists, Waas said.
Law students interested in the placement office service should
contact Wass several months prior to graduation. His office is located
on the third floor library.
Besides placement, Waas sees alumni affairs as a · prime area of
concern. By developing contacts with alumni, Waas hopes to raise
contributions and learn of possible job openings for future graduates.
"Without private contribution we could be a reasonably good law
school, but never a great law school," Waas explained.
"The great law schools of the nation, private and public, only
became great and maintained their greatness by the generosity of
their alumni and friends," Waas added.
To develop contacts with alumni, an alumni newsletter is now being
published and an alumni directory is in the works.

FSU MOOT COURT TEAM members Tom Laing and Frank Santry captured the state
championship during competition at the Florida Bar Convention at Disney World in June. From left
to right: Law School Dean Joshua Morse, Laing, Santry, Florida Supreme Court Justice Joe Boyd
and University President Stanley Marshall.
·

Moot Court Takes State Title

Stevens Chosen

PAD Justice
Second year student Gary Stevens was elected Justice of Phi Alpha
Delta legal fraternity this month to succeed outgoing Justice Dennis
Farrington.
Farrington was selected to serve as clerk. Jennifer Hurst, also a
second year student, was named vice justice. Ed Akel, a third year
student, will serve as treasurer.
Among Phi Alpha Delta activities for the quarter was sponsorship
of an Inns of Court program earlier this month.
The program,, held at the Rodeway Inn, featured local personal
injuries attorneys Dexter Douglass and Edgar Booth speaking on
ethical considerations in the conduct of litigation.
The fraternity hopes to sponsor such a program, which is open to all
law students and faculty, each quarter.
Additionally members of the fraternity are now busy in efforts to
establish a police ride program along with an on-duty officer and
observe police work and tactics first hand.
A Halloween Party was held at Vistalto in conjunction with Phi
Delta Phi.

Florida State's Moot Court team captured the
state championship for 1974 and placed fourth in
regional Moot S;ourt competition.
Tom Lang and Frank Santry, both third year
students, were named best in oral arguments and
state champions at the Florida Bar Convention at
Disney World in June.
Second year students Dick Wilson and Eleanor
Mitchell placed fourth in double elimination
regional competition in Atlanta early in November.
During that contest, Wilson and Mitchell beat the
University of Miami and South Carolina, while
losing to Georgia and the University of Florida.
FSU's team beat two University of Florida teams
and one from the University of Miami to win the
state champio.nship.
In winning that championship, Lang and Santry
argued on a problem involving comparative negligence,_while Wison and Mitchell's topic involved
reverse discrimination.
Members of the Moot Court team are now
seeking at least four new members, and a
competition is to be held based on briefs submitted

'' If you could bay more services, more help,
more bank for your money, you'd
drive across town lo do it.

in the second year moot court program.
Another competition will be held in the spring for
freshmen students. To enter the competition one
must write a brief on a given problem and then
argue before judges.
·
Moot Court Advisor William Vandercreek
explains that the pu;pose of the Moot Court
program is to give students training in appellate
advocacy. .
"In moot court the student duplicates the role the
lawyer plays in researching, writing and arguing a
case before an appellate court," Vandercreek said.
Vandercreek said cases chosen are usually close
ones, and the competition is judged on the student's
performance rather than the merits of the case.
"I felt more pressure when I was arguing a case in
moot court in law school than when I argued a case
before the U.S. Supreme Court," Vandercreek
added.
Vandercreek said he believes the moot court
experience invaluable because it gives the student
tim~ to perfect a skill that is essential and that there
just isn't time to do so once one is in practice.
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banking-from cashier's checks to no-bounce
checking-there's a way we can help them. When
you get a hundred different services, most
of them free, just for banking at Lewis State,
why go anywhere else? Ever. , ,

*COMPLETE LINE OF SUPPLIES
FOR THE LAW STUDENT
*ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM
THE LAW SCHOOL
(ACROSS FROM THE
FSU MAIN GA TE)

Mike Henderson , Loan Officer

WHEN YOU THINK OF BOOKS, THINK OF Bill'$

The Lewis State Bank
204 South Monroe Street• Tallahassee. Florida • Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

107 SOUTH COPELAND ST.
TALLAHASSEE, FLA. 32304
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NORD

The Florida Nord Bar Review
Course is the only bar review
course in Florida with:
.

*-An acculllulated 15 years ·of Florida bar
teaching experience

·~

* The
only Florida bar reviewer, Dr. Melvin
Nord. who personally sat for the first Illultistate
\

exalll ever given in Flo~ida in February 1972

* AfalseIllethod
of teaching· that NEVER uses truestatelllents which when false could be
digested as true by the student

* Courses
in eleven other states which any
Nord student can obtain at a 50% discount
* expert,
All Illaterials authored and developed by one
thereby offering excellence in the
treatlllent of every .subject in a uni£orlll
Illanner of delivery and presentation . .
For many more important differences in the Nord Bar
Review Coors~ see your campus agents who have
registration information .. .
'"

'(

FSU agents: Ed Akel 222-6243
Jim Massie 575-3075
Marilyn Strauss 576-6981
Susan Potter 576-6981

